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Introduction
Axelaris suite delivers a complete integration framework
that comprises a set of pre-packaged toolkits and APIs.
Axelaris integration solution enables integration with cloud
services and existing enterprise systems in order to
automate and integrate the capabilities within business
workflows.

Solution Packages
Axelaris Systems & Services Integration is an enterprise-class
integration platform as a service (iPaaS). Axelaris suite
securely connects SaaS and on-premise applications at cloud.
With no hardware to maintain or software to upgrade, Axelaris
secure multi-tenant platform flexibly deploys the integration of
on-premise applications in hybrid architecture. Axelaris
solution guarantees the freedom of cloud integration.

Axelaris Systems & Services Integration is available in three
editions:

Standard Get started with standards connection to major
transports, protocols and business applications.

Professional Deliver Data to customer in real-time and stay in
sync with API, and secure on premise connectivity without
firewall policies changes or proxy servers.
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Enterprise
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Professional

Enterprise

Unlimited users
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Professional

Enterprise

Alerting

Basic

Professional
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Component Overview
The Integration framework builds upon several
Axelaris Usage Models and component:
Infrastructure, Fulfillment, Revenue
Management and Customer Service
Management.
The System & Service Integration Packages are
related with the components that are builds
upon.

Component Overview
API

Enterprise Build a complete and mature Systems & Services
Integration solution. Offer quick and consistent on-demand
integration of multi-tier applications. Deliver availability SLAs
for business critical applications and maintain performance
SLAs with application monitoring.

Cloud Service Bridge
3rd Parties Accounting & Billing Platforms
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API
Axelaris Systems & Services Integration enables a new kind of
ecosystem by delivering API federation and simplifying
development of cross-enterprise APIs.
Partners will be able to build new apps on top of the API
platform. Partners can start with simple apps - e.g., searching
product database - and expand later.
Developers provide the leverage to attach an ever-fragmenting
world of customer segments and niches. Our API strategy
doesn’t focus on content only, but on driving developer
adoption also – making it as easy as possible for developers to
use our content.
Every customer interface from the beginning to the end of the
experience chain is accessible via an API.

KeyFeatures
 Product search API: Consumers can search for products on
our site. They are able to do this from any app.
 Merchandising API: Savvy customers love to see what other
people like to purchase. Hence, our partners can pull the
information out of our API, so they can feature them on
other sites or applications to bring traffic to our site.

 Promotions API: We publish our discounts and promotions
via an API.
 Customer API: It allows our brand, through a consistent
customer experience, to be centrally displayed no matter
what applications, websites, or devices they access it from.
 Content API: Customers love to share with their friends and
the general public their products experiences.

Benefits










Efficiency
Wider Reach
Leverage Government Assets
Automation
Apps
Partnerships
Integration
Personalization
Future-Ready

Professional Services
Implementation services
Axelaris Implementation Services is your trusted
partner for planning, deploying, integrating and
optimizing your Axelaris Cloud solution.

 Order API: We help our partners become more efficient by
downloading our web orders around the clock for fulfillment
by them.
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Cloud Service Bridge
With the focus on converged clouds, it is important for
enterprise IT organizations to connect to the growing array of
public cloud services in the simplest way possible—without
sacrificing security. At the same time, in order to gain the
benefits of a converged cloud, there must be some
transparency between public and private clouds.
Axelaris Systems & Services Integration Suite enables the
enterprise to build converged cloud solutions by connecting
their data centers to external clouds using our Cloud Service
Bridge.
Cloud Service Bridge connects enterprise data centers to
external or hosted cloud services, making the public cloud a
secure extension of the enterprise network.

KeyFeatures

Benefits
 Federated Single Sign-On: Standards-based authentication
(SAML) for cloud service applications, mobile applications,
and personal property (i.e.,) cars.
 Open Platform: Cloud Service Bridge SPE provides
unparalleled flexibility and simple APIs, and supports open
standards for building a personalized solution.







Meet compliance reporting requirements
Increase SaaS / mobile service adoption
Improve SaaS service utilization
Improve service quality
Immediate return on investment

 Identity Synchronization: Real-time, automated user account
synchronization between enterprise and cloud services.
 Mobile and Cloud Service-Ready: Provides a secure and
transparent connection between cloud service, mobile
devices, and enterprise using.
 Stand-alone Bridge: Stand-alone appliance that integrates
with any infrastructure.
 Simple Setup and Configuration: Designed for easy, stepby-step configuration to reduce complexity and deployment
costs.
 Flexible Architecture: customize Cloud Service Bridge to
support any enterprise identity source or target cloud app.

Professional Services
Accelerate Evaluation Services
knowing what to measure during your
transformation is crucial to reducing costs,
improving productivity and becoming more agile
than your competitors.
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3rd Parties Accounting &
Billing Platforms
3rd Parties Accounting & Billing Platforms provide instant API
connectivity to some of the most popular sales applications
and services. With a library of pre-built sales application
integration solution, customer can rapidly connect CRM,
accounting, billing, marketing, other sales applications and
even legacy systems. Unlike other integration options, Any
point connectors are built and managed on our platform,
allowing you to deploy integrations rapidly, either on premise
or in the cloud for all your sales application integration needs.

KeyFeatures




Anypoint Connectors: Connectors function like endpoints.
They send and receive data over a transport. However,
while endpoints are generic for a widely-used protocol
(such as JDBC, FTP, HTTP, POP3, etc) each connector is
built to optimize the connection with a specific third-party
API.

API instant connectivity: With full access to the third party
platform through the API, businesses can perform
operations such as managing subscriptions from a web
storefront, retrieving user information, and synchronizing
catalogs with ERP systems. Moreover, with instant API
connectivity with the API, users can easily configure
integration with popular third party applications and
systems.

Benefits
 Create connectivityquickly either on-premise
or in the cloud
 Overcome the challenge of integrating SaaS
 Build integrations quickly and efficiently
 Connect to other SaaS and on-premise
applications

Professional Services
Support
Axelaris solution guarantees a superior service
delivery to the customer and a fundamental
solution for IT service management
organizations.
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Conclusion

When everything is a service, APIs become the building
blocks and leverage points of your cloud application.
Deconstructing our application into separate web service
APIs enables easy re-use and publishing of

your

application’s capabilities for integration into other cloud
apps, while also enabling you to invest in and scale
appropriately each individual service. Additionally, welldesigned APIs shield your application from underlying
technology

implementations

(something

we

strongly

recommend and address further below) as well as vendorspecific implementations. World-class cloud application
architecture is constructed from API primitives which
address the simplest and most direct use-cases in order to
enable flexible assembly into solutions. This should inform

Contact AXELARIS today

not only your cloud application architecture but also your
evaluation of vendor solutions. Encapsulating technologies
you create or purchase behind RESTful APIs enables an
architecture and application that can evolve.
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